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This is a place I am still in the habit of calling ‘home’… 
 

“Home is where the heart is” and with that statement I began crying on the inside. Nothing could 

separate me from the luscious fields and narrow lined paths. Playing by the creek during the 

morning recess and skipping to the tune of sparrows by noon. Hide and seek amongst the tall oak 

pines only interrupted by the rattling of an old tin bell. 

Returning to the small wooden cottage with sunflowers pinned to our skirts. As we listened with 

curiosity to the scrapping of the chalk, the light white breeze filled the air with delightful petals 

which enlightened our focus. The seats beside me were filled with warmth and belonging. Looking 

ahead to the lines of valour and sensing the ability to overcome, I translated the thoughts of my 

surrounds into a passage of time. 

As I traced the path from between the pines and stones across the creek led my father’s candlelit 

lamp dangling from our front door, I felt a small tug on my skirt. Looking around with no-one to be 

seen before finally glancing to find my golden dog jumping at my feet, I scurried home to see my 

mother grasping her breath as she joyously read the letter. The words were barely visible under the 

lamp, but my cousin’s handwriting was unmistakeable. She had received a scholarship at King’s 

College but was unable to accept as a result of her distance. Keen on students the College had 

agreed for my cousin to forward the opportunity to me pending my decision to accept it. 

My mother and father could hardly wait for me as they accompanied me on the four mile trek down 

to the fork in the main road where the local postman would collect and delivered our mail. As the 

postman approached towards us, my mother spoke words that would linger in my thoughts forever. 

She said “never forget who you are, this is your home and this is where you belong, you will always 

be here” as my father wept openly for the first time. 

As the postman delivered his final satchel of mail, he pointed to the open and sparking plain from 

the top of a hill. “To the west of this road is the railway, take the train down into city and you will 

find King’s College upon arrival at the seventh junction”, the postman said as I thanked him for his 

chauffeuring and headed toward the rounded white fence of the red bricked station. 

I hadn’t been to the place that my parents had always referred to as the “City” before, so I treaded 

carefully on the square tiles on the platform. The “City” as the gleaming lights yelled distracted my 

attention from my journey to King’s college. The sounds of tweeter were replaced the hollows of 

horns honking horrendously on the bridge. I arrived late at King’s College and was given the final 

bunk in the dormitory. 

The welcoming memo was enclosed with a map of the grounds with the words garden standing out 

from the collage of symbols and characters on the page. Taking the path through the garden to hard 

angular lecture hall, a beautiful sunflower caught my eye. “Haven’t seen you ‘round here before”, 

said another girl as she tapped me on the shoulder to remind me not to pick the flowers. I shrieked 

before replying but no words came out of my mouth. No matter how hard I tried, I could not force 

them out. 


